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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. The Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT) is pleased to have the opportunity to 
respond to the HMRC consultation “Tackling the hidden economy: public sector 
licensing”, released on 8 December 2017. 

 
1.2. AAT is submitting this response on behalf of our membership and for the wider public 

benefit of achieving sound and effective administration of taxes. 
 

1.3. AAT has added comment to add value or highlight aspects that need to be considered 
further.   

 
1.4. AAT has focussed on the operational elements of the proposals and has provided 

opinion on the practicalities of implementing the measures outlined.   
 

1.5. Furthermore, the comments reflect the potential impact that the proposed changes would 
have on SMEs and micro-entities, many of which employ AAT members or would be 
represented by our operationally skilled members in practice. 

 
 

2. Executive summary and conclusions 
 
2.1. AAT agrees that evidence of tax registration should be required before licences 

are approved by public sector licensing authorities. 
 
2.2. However, such evidence should not substantially add to the administrative 

process of licensing.  The process for the licensing authority should simply be to obtain 
the required form of evidence, not to require additional checks, verification or the 
application of judgement by the person processing the licence application.  
 

2.3. For some, Conditionality may be perceived as an unnecessary burden. Likewise, for 
others it could be perceived to be an invasion of privacy given that it does not always 
relate to the public sector licence that they are applying for. 

 
 
3. AAT response to the consultation paper  
 

Question 1: Please provide comments or evidence on the suitability of the government’s 
proposals to apply Conditionality to one or more of the licensing schemes outlined 
above. In your answer, please comment on:  

• The extent to which checks on people’s tax-registration status would 
address problems highlighted in the relevant sectors, or whether additional 
or alternative measures of compliance should be considered.  

• How effective Conditionality would be in improving standards of tax 
compliance in the sectors concerned.  

• Any positive or negative effects that Conditionality would have upon the 
compliant majority who trade in the relevant sectors; please provide details 
of any additional one-off or ongoing costs that might be incurred. 

 
3.1. AAT agreed, in its response to HMRC’s 2016 consultation “Tackling the hidden 

economy: Conditionality”1, that a requirement to show tax registration as a condition of 
                                                      
1 Tackling the hidden economy: Conditionality 
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access to some services or licences would make it more difficult for businesses to 
continue trading in the hidden economy. However, AAT cautioned against introducing 
Conditionality into sectors where this would be burdensome while agreeing to 
Conditionality as an additional step where public sector licensing application is currently 
required. 

 
3.2. Conditionality should apply to the following sectors as an additional step to application for 

licensing: private security, permits for waste sites and exemptions to environmental 
permits for waste sites, waste carrier licences, scrap metal dealers, taxis and private hire 
vehicles, licences issued under the Housing Act 2004, street trading/market stall licences 
and massage/special treatment premises licences. 

 
3.3. In all of the above sectors existing licensing requirements align reasonably well with legal 

obligations to register for tax. Conditionality to tax would best be carried out when a new 
licence application is required. It is important to assure tax compliant traders that there is 
a ‘level playing field’ while it is not anticipated that the majority of these would object to 
producing some simple additional documentation on re-applying for their licence. 

 
3.4. In waste sites, Conditionality would help to combat exploitation by the minority of 

unscrupulous operators seeking short term profits, by creating another barrier to sector 
entry. This would help to reduce the estimated £100 million tax gap for landfill tax and 
reduce waste crime which is estimated to cost the UK economy over £600 million a year.  

 
3.5. In the taxi and private hire vehicles sector Conditionality aligns well with licence renewal 

applications. Tax registration checks could help to strengthen current regulatory 
standards and support a level playing field for the majority of compliant drivers and 
operators. This would align with the government’s aim of open, safe and fair competition 
in the taxi and PHV market.   

 
3.6. Housing and Multiple Occupation Conditionality aligns well with the current licensing 

system and could support existing HMRC compliance activity by helping and 
encouraging more landlords to ensure they are compliant with tax laws before renting out 
properties. 

 
3.7. Street trading and market stall licences are mainly cash traders where Conditionality 

would assist to ensure that they are registered for tax as well as aligning with licensing 
applications. It would assist licensing authorities where proof is required of the 
applicant’s right to work in the UK and proof of address, insurance information and 
national insurance numbers if they are trading food. 

 
3.8. Licenses for massage and special treatment premises align well with Conditionality as 

they would help level the playing field by channelling traders into the tax system and 
helping to reduce the hidden economy.  

 
3.9. There would be minimal one-off costs for licensing authorities in making changes to 

application forms and staff training. Ongoing costs would depend on the extra time taken 
to process licence applications. 

 
3.10. With regard to whether additional or alternative measures of compliance should be 

considered, there is the opportunity to distribute educational material on the subject of 
compliance to trading sectors that might not otherwise be reached. Also, current 
compliance assurance activities should not be entirely terminated, although these might 
be reduced. 

 
Question 2: Please provide comments or evidence on the suitability of applying forms of 
Conditionality – or similar approaches to promote tax compliance – in the construction 
sector?  

• Are there any other sectors that the government should consider for similar 
applications of Conditionality? 

 
3.11. Burdensome regulations designed to reduce tax evasion in the construction sector 

already exist. Additional Conditionality would simply add to this burden without assisting 
tax compliance. 
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3.12. Other sectors in which the government might consider Conditionality are those where 
licences are required, such as for driving instructors or other forms of tuition. 

 
Question 3: please describe how tax-registration or a similar standard of compliance 
could be introduced into existing terms and conditions of licences: 

• Would it be best to introduce tax Conditionality as a new, standalone condition 
of licences, or would it better included as a consideration with fit-and-proper 
person or similar checks? 

• Would tax-registration be the best standard of compliance, or should a similar or 
broader standard of compliance be introduced – if so, what additional factors 
should be considered? 

 
3.13. It would be best to introduce tax Conditionality as a new standalone additional condition 

for approval of licences on the licence application form. 
 
3.14. With regard to the question as to whether it would be better to include a consideration on 

‘fit and proper person’ status or similar checks, this would be too vague a consideration 
for licence application staff to process. Also, it is questionable whether local licensing 
authority staff should be involved in considering ‘fit and proper’ status in the 
circumstances “where it is established that an applicant or licence holder has not 
complied with relevant tax obligations”. 

 
3.15. Taxi owners are required to produce all manner of documentation such as insurance, 

mileage and road worthiness. Another standalone piece of evidence of tax registration 
would not make much difference to their regulatory burden. This could equally apply to 
the other sectors listed and might include provision of a UTR (Unique Taxpayer 
Reference). This 10 digit number is unique to either the individual or their company. It 
identifies the individual personally with HMRC for things related to their tax obligations. 
Individuals automatically receive this when registering for self-assessment or set up a 
limited company.  

 
3.16. It should be acknowledged that whilst provision of a UTR would provide a useful remedy 

to this situation, it can sometimes take weeks for one to arrive. HMRC would need to 
look at reducing the timeframe by which those registering receive their UTR for this to be 
effective. 

 
Question 4: Please comment on the proposed process for introducing tax checks into 
new licences.   

• How effective would it be in promoting registration?   
• How easily could the required changes be introduced into licensing processes?  
• Please provide details of any additional one-off and ongoing costs that might be 

incurred. 
 
3.17. The proposed process of asking “licensing authorities to introduce questions into the 

procedure for processing a new licence to ensure the applicant understands their tax 
obligations” and introducing tax checks into new licences - is too complicated and 
conflicts with the sentiment that there will be, ‘No requirement upon licensing authorities 
to carry out more detailed tax checks’.  

 
3.18. For the above mentioned reasons it would not be easy to introduce the proposed 

changes into the licensing processes. 
 
3.19. The proposed process would be effective in promoting registration but otherwise 

inappropriate for the above mentioned reasons. 
 
3.20. The process suggested in paragraph 3.16 above of providing a UTR, would provide 

HMRC with identification of the applicant.  
 
3.21. Requiring proof of registration via a UTR would not place any additional burdens on the 

licensing authorities and nor would it place any additional work on HMRC. Likewise it 
would not breach the individuals confidentiality as provision of the UTR does not enable 
anyone other than HMRC to access their account details because to do so would also 
require a User ID and password. 
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3.22. Training of licensing authority staff would be an obvious one-off cost. Appeals against 

licensing authority’s decisions would be an example of on-going costs. Extra time 
needed to authorise a licence would also be an on-going cost where the process takes 
longer and less licences can be authorised in a given time. 

 
Question 5: please provide evidence on the likely effectiveness of these proposals in 
motivating more applicants to register with HMRC. 
 
3.23. If evidence of Conditionality was a requirement for registration for a public sector licence 

then that would obviously be effective in motivating more applicants to register with 
HMRC.   

 
Question 6: please provide further evidence on the suitability of the options described 
for verifying the tax-registration status of people applying for licences.  

• If evidence of an applicant’s registration status is generated through personal or 
business tax accounts, how could applicants transfer this to a licensing 
authority in a secure and efficient way?   

• If evidence is generated through use of documentation, how could applicants 
transfer this to a licensing authority in a secure and efficient way?  

• Would an option be needed for those who do not engage digitally with HMRC? 
 
3.24. The procedure proposed in paragraphs 75 to 78 of the consultation document is too 

burdensome on the licensing authorities and requires a certain amount of judgment on 
the part of the person reviewing the licence application. It is complicated and conflicts 
with the sentiment in  paragraph 67 of the consultation document that there should be 
‘No requirement upon licensing authorities to carry out more detailed tax checks’. 

 
3.25. There is therefore a need for simple documentary evidence such as a UTR issued by 

HMRC. 
 
3.26. For those who do not engage digitally with HMRC alternative documentation could be 

acceptable such as a ‘Notice to File’ or letter confirming registration or the applicant’s 
UTR. Those in employment could provide a relevant letter from HMRC or their employer 
- for example, a PAYE Coding Notice.      
                   

Question 7: How frequently would applicants have a permissible reason for not being 
registered in the sectors outlined in chapter 2?   

• If applicants have a permissible reason for not being registered, how should they 
be able to demonstrate this in order to obtain the licence?  

• How can HMRC ensure that any process is simple for applicants and licensing 
authorities to administer? 

 
3.27. One of the reasons an applicant may not have registered with HMRC is when they are 

first time applicants. AAT suggests that the Conditionality process should accommodate 
this. Other reasons are those mentioned in the consultation document where “the licence 
is being held but not actively used to generate any income”. The applicant may need to 
obtain a letter from HMRC to cover such an unusual event. 

 
3.28. On the question of how can HMRC ensure that any process is simple for applicants and 

licensing authorities to administer then consider the suggestion of utilising the existing 
UTR rather than wasting time and energy creating something new.  

 
Question 8: Should licensing authorities refuse to process licences where no evidence 
is provided to verify an applicant’s declaration that they are registered for tax? 
 
3.29. Licensing authorities should be able to refuse to process licences where no evidence is 

provided to verify an applicant’s declaration that they are registered for tax. No doubt 
legislation would be required to empower them to do so.  
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Question 9: Please comment on data powers that might be needed to support the tax-
registration checks described in this chapter. 
 
3.30. As stated in the consultation document, HMRC already has considerable powers to 

collect data from local authorities but additional legislation might be required to empower 
licensing authorities to refuse licences on grounds of tax non-compliance.  

 
Question 10: please comment on the circumstances in which HMRC could disclose 
relevant information back to a licensing authority.  

• What action would licensing authorities wish to take in these cases?  
• Are there circumstances in which licensing authorities would wish to be 

informed about a licence holder engaging in tax non-compliance, beyond a 
failure to register for tax? Please describe what these would be. 

 
3.31. The licensing authority should only be concerned about whether the applicant has 

provided a UTR as evidence of being registered for tax.  
 
3.32. The complexity outlined in paragraph 97 of the consultation document should be 

investigated by HMRC and not disclosed back to the licensing authority. This includes 
suggestions such as “on the basis that some licensing authorities may wish to be 
informed where an applicant or licence holder is engaging in related or serious tax non-
compliance including an applicants’ wider compliance record such as their obligations to 
register employees in payroll through PAYE”. This is a reason for the simple suggestion 
of utilising the existing UTR, without which the applicant should be refused a licence.  

 
Question 11: What one-off and ongoing costs and administrative burdens do you think 
will arise as a result of this proposal? Please provide evidence on the extent to which 
these proposals would minimise additional administrative burdens for licensing bodies? 

 
3.33. If a UTR is utilised, this will not add to costs or significantly add to administrative burdens 

on licensing authorities. It will also be of benefit to HMRC in avoiding the need to create 
something new.  
 

Question 12: Are there any extra steps or safeguards that should be considered, 
particularly for customer groups who may find it difficult to provide proof that they are 
registered for tax? 

 
3.34. HMRC will have to accommodate the needs of customer groups who find it difficult to 

provide proof that they are registered for tax in their Needs Extra Support (NES) 
category.  

 
3.35. Before the current CIS registration scheme was introduced HMRC had an interim 

registration scheme for new self-employed entrants to the construction industry. It would 
seem reasonable that such an approach be adopted in the current Conditionality 
considerations for those who apply in instances where tax registration is not yet 
available. It is suggested that advice be taken from the HMRC CIS team.  

 
Question 13: Do you agree that the proposals set out in chapter 3 strike an appropriate 
balance between the need to safeguard customer privacy and to address risks posed by 
the hidden economy? Are there any different or additional safeguards that the 
government should consider? 

 
3.36. Persons applying for licence renewals should be asked to demonstrate their tax 

registration status as part of the process of renewing a licence for any of the sectors 
proposed.  

 
3.37. Local licensing authorities cannot be asked to “address risks posed by the hidden 

economy”. Information held by HMRC can be incorrect. Also a taxpayer’s turnover may 
be covered by expenses, personal allowances and brought forward losses. Staff at the 
licensing authorities are not covered by the Commissioners for Revenue and Customs 
Act 2005 whereas HMRC staff may face criminal sanctions for issues such as ‘wrongful 
disclosure’. 
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3.38. The proposal requiring licensing authorities to report certain issues (such as potential 
cases of employer non-compliance) to HMRC is an example of an area which should not 
involve the local licensing office. 

 
3.39. AAT believes that the suggested use of Personal Tax Accounts or online tax accounts for 

businesses to generate evidence is an excellent idea and fits with HMRC’s aim to use 
digital tax accounts and other online services as its main way of interacting with 
customers. 

 
3.40. The proposed HMRC personal electronic file would enable customers to print an HMRC 

letter (addressed to their home address) confirming their National Insurance number in 
writing. Information available on Personal and Business Tax Accounts could provide an 
easy way for customers to demonstrate their registration status to a licensing authority. 

 
3.41. For the increasingly small number of individuals who do not engage digitally with HMRC, 

a copy of an official document from HMRC that confirms registration, such as a ‘Notice to 
File’ (for the self employed or letter confirming registration with the applicant’s UTR 
should be acceptable evidence for Conditionality.  

 
3.42. Those in employment, could provide a relevant letter from HMRC or their employer - for 

example, a PAYE Coding Notice or an employer’s letter. Corporation Tax applicants 
could provide an appropriate statement of account. 

 
3.43. The proposals set out in chapter 3 may, in some cases, give licensing authorities the 

power to request personal documentation relevant to a person’s tax registration status as 
part of a licence renewal process. Although public sector licensing authorities have 
protocols to keep sensitive customer information secure, there is some assurance by the 
statement that “government would consider it very important that stringent standards are 
in place to safeguard any tax-related information supplied by customers”. 

 
Question 14: please provide evidence on the extent to which these proposals would 
minimise administrative burdens for licensing authorities. What factors should be 
considered to ensure that changes do not alter the regulatory effectiveness of existing 
regimes and processes?  Are there any extra steps or safeguards that should be 
considered. 

 
3.44. As government intends that any process to introduce Conditionality should minimise 

burdens upon licensing authorities, careful thought needs to be given to extra 
requirements. 

 
3.45. The new burdens doctrine includes duties, powers, or any other changes which may 

place an expectation on local authorities, including new guidance. “This can arise from 
authorities being asked to exercise existing powers and functions in new ways, for 
example in new guidance.” 

 
3.46. It is acknowledged that the proposed changes “would be likely to require some additions 

to licensing systems or forms, introducing new fields to require additional information 
about an applicant’s tax-registration status”. This is additional work that is likely to require 
software changes .  

 
3.47. Licensing authority staff are currently required to review documents such as insurance or 

road worthiness certificates. These are straightforward tasks where the officer simply 
needs to look at the heading and the dates of certificates. Considering tax Conditionality 
may be more complex where there are a number of different types of forms to review, 
self employed or employed. Interpreting more complex situations clearly creates 
additional work, requiring additional time and the possibility of having to contact HMRC.  

 
3.48. The proposed changes need not alter the regulatory effectiveness of existing regimes 

and processes. 
  
3.49. The extra steps or safeguards that should be considered are that additional checks 

should be no more complex that looking at an insurance certificate. “Asking for sets of 
prescribed questions and carrying out checks based on clearly defined criteria”, as 
envisaged is clearly more complex. 
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Question 15: Please describe appeal mechanisms that would, or should, apply in relation 
to the proposals detailed in chapter 3. Please describe any additional one-off and on-
going costs or any administrative burdens associated with these proposals, and how 
these could be kept to a minimum. 
 
3.50. In cases where the applicant may have a right to appeal against the licensing authority’s 

decision concerning tax, this should be immediately referred to HMRC. There would 
need to be a clearly designated HMRC office and address to deal with the appeals.   

      
3.51. Training of licensing authority staff would be an obvious one-off cost. Appeals against 

licensing authority’s decisions would be another example of on-going costs. Extra time 
needed to authorise a licence would also be an on-going cost where the process takes 
longer and less licences can be authorised in a given time. 

 
3.52. Costs can be kept to a minimum by designing Conditionality checks which are no more 

complex that looking at an insurance certificate. 
 
 

4. About AAT 
 

4.1. AAT is a professional accountancy body with over 50,000 full and fellow members and 
90,000 student and affiliate members worldwide. Of the full and fellow members, there 
are over 4,250 members who are licensed to provide accountancy and taxation services 
to individuals, not-for-profit organisations and the full range of business types. 

 
4.2. AAT is a registered charity whose objectives are to advance public education and 

promote the study of the practice, theory and techniques of accountancy and the 
prevention of crime and promotion of the sound administration of the law. 

 
 

5. Further information 
 

If you have any questions or would like to discuss any of the points in more detail then please 
contact Aleem Islan, AAT Technical Consultation Manager, at: 

 
E-mail: consultation@aat.org.uk   Telephone: 020 7397 3088  

 
Association of Accounting Technicians 
140 Aldersgate Street 
London 
EC1A 4HY  
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